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MPLS Configuration on Cisco IOS  SoftwareCisco Press, 2005
MPLS Configuration on Cisco IOS  Software is a complete and detailed resource to the configuration of  Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks and associated features. Through  its practical, hands-on approach, you'll become familiar with MPLS technologies  and their configurations using...
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CCNP TSHOOT 642-832 Official Certification GuideCisco Press, 2010
CCNP TSHOOT 642-832 Official Certification Guide is a best-of-breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the objectives for the CCNP® TSHOOT exam. Senior instructor and best-selling author Kevin Wallace shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and...
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Xamarin EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to efficiently develop Android and iOS apps for deployment using the Xamarin platform


	About This Book

	
		Explore the Xamarin platform and understand the architecture behind Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android
	
		Learn how to build and run iOS and Android apps using Xamarin Studio and...
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CCNP Data Center Application Centric Infrastructure 300-620 DCACI Official Cert GuideCisco Press, 2021

	Trust the best-selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification exam.

	

	
		CCNP Data Center Application Centric...
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iOS 5 Programming Pushing the Limits: Developing Extraordinary Mobile Apps for Apple iPhone, iPad, and iPod TouchJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Apple has a history of alternating its releases between user-focus and developer-focus. The good news about iOS 5 is that it's all about the developers. The

	addition of Automatic Reference Counting (ARC) alone is worth the upgrade for developers. In one move, Apple has eliminated the number one cause of

	crashes in iOS applications,...
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iOS App Development For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	If you’ve got incredible iOS ideas, get this book and bring them to life!


	iOS 7 represents the most significant update to Apple’s mobile operating system since the first iPhone was released, and even the most seasoned app developers are looking for information on how to take advantage of the latest iOS 7 features...
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Cisco IOS XR FundamentalsCisco Press, 2009
Over the last several years, fiscal discipline has really dominated the industry. Both consumers and businesses expect far more from their communications providers than they did just a few years ago. Offering simple telephone dial tone and an Internet connection are not going to be enough for success. At the same time, however, service providers...
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Pro iOS 5 Tools: Xcode, Instruments and Build Tools (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011


	By now, you have written an iOS application or two. You have also learned that making

	a great app is hard work. From spontaneous crashes to memory leaks and bugs that

	create other bugs, the simplest of apps can quickly become a nightmare. Fortunately,

	these issues are easy to diagnose with the tools at our disposal.


...
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Geolocation in iOS: Mobile Positioning and Mapping on iPhone and iPadO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The mobile phone—specifically the iPhone, which continues to define the state of the
	
		art for smartphones—has become the primary interface device for geographicallytagged
	
		data.
	
		Take advantage of iPhone and iPad sensors and advanced geolocation technologies to build state-of-the-art location...
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Pro Windows Phone App DevelopmentApress, 2013

	The Windows Phone 8 platform provides a remarkable opportunity for Windows developers to create state-of-the-art mobile applications using their existing skills and a familiar toolset. Pro Windows Phone App Development, Third Edition, helps you unlock the potential of this platform and create dazzling, visually rich, and highly functional...
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Foundations of Quantum Theory (International School of Physics  enrico Fermi )IOS Press, 2019

	This volume provides a summary of the lectures presented at the International School of Physics "Enrico Fermi" on the Foundations of Quantum Theory, organized by the Italian Physical Society in Varenna, Italy from 8-13 July 2016, in collaboration with the Wilhelm und Else Heraeus-Stiftung. It was the first "Enrico Fermi"...
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Learn BlackBerry 10 App Development: A Cascades-Driven ApproachApress, 2014

	Learn how to leverage the BlackBerry 10 Cascades framework to create rich native applications. Learn BlackBerry 10 App Development gives you a solid foundation for creating BlackBerry 10 apps efficiently. Along the way, you will learn how to use QML and JavaScript for designing your app’s UI, and C++/Qt for the application...
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